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Abstract In this work, AlGaAs/GaAs superlattices with layer composition imitating the
active region of quantum cascade lasers emitting in the mid infrared spectral range were
investigated. Using optical spectroscopy techniques (photoreflectance and photolumines-
cence) together with numerical calculations performed within the effective mass approxi-
mation, we studied the band structure of the formed conduction minibands including the
modification of the wave functions with the external electric field. In addition, the applied
growth rates of the GaAs/AlGaAs superlattices have been verified by investigating the Stokes
shift between the emission and absorption spectra. Finally, it has been shown that testing the
structure imitating the operational laser device might be performed (without the electric
field applied) by photoluminescence measurements realized within the Fourier Transformed
Infrared Spectroscopy based concept.

Keywords AlGaAs/GaAs superlattices · Quantum cascade lasers · Photoreflectance ·
Photoluminescence · Mid infrared · FTIR

1 Introduction

Quantum Cascade Lasers (QCL) are one of the ideas to construct laser devices emitting in
the mid infrared spectral range (Faist et al. 1994; Sirtori et al. 1998). Based on intersubband
transitions, the QCL can emit radiation at wavelengths longer than common semiconductor-
based laser structure, normally limited by the band gap energy (as in case of type I quantum
well based lasers (Vizbaras and Amann 2012)) or proper wave functions overlapping of the
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adjacent layers (as in case of type II quantum well based Interband Cascade Laser (ICL)
(Vurgaftman et al. 2012)). Compact laser device operation in the mid infrared spectral range
is an important component in many disciplines, like spectroscopy, environmental protection,
security, or medicine, where it can be used to detect dangerous gases or substances [(e.g.
breath analysis (Wang and Sahay 2009) in medical diagnostics].

The Quantum Cascade Lasers based on low dimensional semiconductor structures (in
this example, GaAs/AlGaAs multiple quantum wells form superlattice systems) operate on
optical between the levels and mini bands within the conduction band (Sirtori et al. 1998).
Two main elements of the QCL are the emitting part (active region) and the injector, which are
responsible for final laser emission and the carriers transport between the following cascades
of the active region, providing multiplication of the radiative emission by the same carrier.
Such a concept allows for the coverage of a broad spectral range (by the proper layer widths
application), which makes them an important source of the laser light in the mid infrared
spectral range. Superlattices investigated in this work are designed based on those proposed
by Page et al. (2001). Nevertheless, in our case, layers were not doped (as originally) and
deposited on semi-insulating substrate.

The fabrication process of QCL’s requires very high precision with respect to the multilayer
structure of the entire device consisting of a lot of very thin layers. In particular, one has to
provide procedures which allow the control of parameters such as a width, content and doping
level in the growth process of all the barriers and quantum wells layers (Kosiel et al. 2009).
As a result, the fabrication of SL’s-based testing samples imitating the final structure might
help with calibration and achievement of the growth accuracy before final QCL growth starts
(Kosiel et al. 2012). Proper calibration might have also very important meaning from the
point of view thermal processes connected to heat distribution and further to optical QCl’s
performances (Pierściński et al. 2012).

Optical spectroscopy, for instance, photoluminescence (PL, emission like measurement)
and photoreflectance (PR, high sensitivity absorption like modulation technique) realized
by the application of a grating based (Pollak and Shen 1993; Janiak et al. 2012) or Fourier
spectrometer (Motyka et al. 2009) (depending on the spectral range), can provide the infor-
mation about the electronic structure of the low-dimensional semiconductor system, because
of the possibility of detecting the interband and intersubband optical transitions . The com-
bination of the obtained from the measured spectra (after fitting procedure) energies of the
confined levels with theoretical calculations provides the growth accuracy verification before
the final structure fabrication (e.g. before the growth of the full operational quantum cascade
multilayer laser structure).

In this work, we present results of experimental and theoretical studies of GaAs/AlGaAs
superlattices designed as the active and injector region of QCL emitting at 9µm at 300 K
(after Page et al. 2001). The set of the samples with different interface repeatability (by
modifying the growth parameters) have been investigated. In our studies, we have used
different experiments realized within interband transition range involving electron and holes
states (like e.g. photoluminescence and photoreflectance) and also intersubband transition
range (using Fourier transformed photoluminescence experiment) involving electron states
only.

2 Materials and methods

The investigated undoped heterostructures are composed of a superlattice (SL) region placed
on 0.5 µm thick GaAs buffer layer, and capped by a 5 nm thick GaAs layer. The SL’s of three
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different samples (A, B and C) consist of 20 periods of Al0.45Ga0.55As barrier layers and
GaAs wells. The layer sequence starting from the injection barrier is 4.6, 1.9, 1.1, 5.4, 1.1, 4.8,
2.8, 3.4, 1.7, 3.0,1.8, 2.8, 2.0, 3.0, 2.6, 3.0 nm. All of the samples were grown by molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE) on the (100) oriented GaAs substrates in a Riber Compact 21T machine.
The molecular beams of group III elements were generated from the standard ABN 80 DF
effusion cells (filled with Al 6N5 and Ga 7N). Arsenic was emitted as As4 molecules, from
the valved cracking cell. The temperature of the crystalline surface during the growth process
was controlled by a pyrometer, and had a constant value of 580 ◦C. In this work, three samples
were investigated. The samples were deposited with different growth rates, i.e. the growth
rate of GaAs binary was 0.5 ML/s for sample A, and 1ML/s for samples B and C. Samples
B and C were grown in the same growth parameter for verifications of the growth process
repeatability. For each sample, AlAs binary growth rates were adjusted in order to achieve
the planned 45 % of Al in barriers of all these superlattices. For verification and confirmed
assume growth parameters, high-resolution x-ray diffraction (HRXRD) measurements were
done. So the main difference between samples A and B is the growth rate of GaAs (0.5 and
1 ML/s, respectively). Samples B and C are nominally the same, but they were grown with a
different process.

In order to measure the PR spectra, what we will refer to as the bright configuration has
been used (Kudrawiec 2009). Light from a halogen lamp was reflected off of the sample and
then came through a single-grating 0.55 m focal-length monochromator and was detected by
an InGaAs thermoelectrically cooled PIN photodiode. The pump beam was provided by an Ar
ion laser (514.5 nm line) and mechanically chopped at a frequency of 275 Hz. Phase sensitive
detection of the normalized reflectivity changes was performed using a lock-in amplifier. In
this configuration, the PL spectra related to interband transitions were measured.

For the low temperature intersubband photoluminescence (FTPL) measurements, a Bruker
FTIR vacuum spectrometer Vertex 80 v was used in the stepscan mode together with an exter-
nal chamber for experiments with an additional modulated laser beam (Motyka et al. 2009,
2011a). For detection, a liquid nitrogen cooled mercury cadmium telluride photodetector was
used.

3 Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows PR and PL spectra measured at low temperature (10 K) for sample A in the
range of interband transitions. The PL spectrum (bottom line–in red) exhibits only one peak
related to the fundamental transition between the first electron and first heavy hole levels
(h1e1) with the transition energy equal to 1.575 eV. The PR spectrum (top line–in black)
exhibits a large number of the features (resonances) connected to both the energy gap of
the GaAs substrate (∼1.5 eV) and to the superlattice part of the structure (energies higher
than 1.575). In this second part, a number of the resonances connected to optical transitions
between ground and excited states in a minibands formed within the superlattice can be
seen. Dashed lines represent the transition energies obtained from numerical calculations
(where h(n)e(n) or l(n)e(n) notations means heavy (light) hole n-th level and electron n-th
level). In this layout of superlattices layers designed as a QCL active region and injector, the
energy width of the minibands is negligible, as distinct from the typical superlattices where �

and � points related optical transitions might be observed (Motyka et al. 2011b). There is a
difference between ground state transition energies obtained from these two experiments (PR
and PL), which can be better seen in Fig. 2. These results show that the comparisons of these
two (emission like and absorption like) experiments can give the information about the real
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Fig. 1 Low temperature (10 K)
photoreflectance (black solid line)
and photoluminescence (red solid
line) spectra of sample A. Blue
dashed lines represent calculated
optical transitions between
electron and holes (heavy and
light) states in a superlattices
minibands . (Color figure online)
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sample structure obtained after the growth process. Based on energy of optical transitions and
results of theoretical calculations, we can get the information about positions of the electron
and hole levels in the investigated structure. In this way we can verify the assumed growth
parameters (width and the contents of the layers), by analysis of the estimated quantum fine
structure.

Figure 2 shows the comparison of the low temperature (10 K) ground state (h1e1) interband
PL (top panel) and PR (bottom panel) spectra measured for all three investigated samples.
Gray lines represent the fit of PR spectra defined by the formula:

�R

R
= Re [Ceiθ (E − E0 + i�)−n] (1)

where C is the signal amplitude, θ the phase, E the photon energy, and E0 the transition
energy, � a broadening parameter and n the exponent which depends on the type of critical
point (Aspnes 1980; Janiak et al. 2012). In order to visualize the energy of optical transitions
more directly, a modulus of the PR line shape has been derived according to the following
expression (red lines on bottom parts):
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The dashed lines show energies of PR transitions taken from the fitting procedure. The energy
of PL is taken from the maximum of the peak. The difference between the emission (PL) and
absorption (PR) energies is usually referred as Stokes shift. This effect, described as a degra-
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Fig. 2 Photoluminescence (top
part) and photoreflectance (down
part) spectra of interband
transitions for all investigated
samples. Gray lines represent
photoreflectance fit. Red line
shows module of
photoreflectance spectrum .
(Color figure online)
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dation of the optical energy at low temperatures can be taken as an index of heterointerface
quality (Lourenço et al. 2007; Kothiyal and Bhattacharya 1988). The magnitude of the Stokes
shift might be analyzed in a function of growth parameters changes or post growth treatment
(e.g. annealing (Kothiyal and Bhattacharya 1988)). In our case, as it was mentioned above (in
Sect. 2), the important difference between the structures was their deposition rate, as it was
twice as fast for Samples B and C than it was for Sample A. The Stokes shift magnitude has
been found for Sample A and is equal to 10 meV. Samples B and C have the same energy of
emission and absorption spectra (no Stokes shift). This result has been connected with growth
parameters changes, which influence the AlGaAs/GaAs interfaces repeatability (comparing
e.g. Samples A and B). In this case application of the higher deposition rate allow to posses
better uniformity of the following interfaces. Presented results and conclusions have also
been supported by high-resolution x-ray diffraction (HRXRD) measurements (Kosiel et al.
2009). On the other hand, by the lack of the Stokes shift determined for Samples B and C,
which were deposited in the same conditions in different growth process, high uniformity
obtained for the growth processes has been shown. Such analysis based on comparison of
the spectra taken from the two different experiments shows that optical spectroscopy could
be an effective tool to characterize of QCL samples.

Comparison between interband and intersubband PL spectra is shown in Fig. 3. The left
side represents intersubband emission for all investigated samples, measured on FTIR spec-
trometer (FTPL). The right part shows interband PL spectra measured on monochromator-
based setup. Both experiments were made at 77K temperature. On the right side, we can
observe the same situation as in Fig. 2—a shift between PL energy peaks of Samples A and
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Fig. 3 Intersubband (left side)
and interband (right side) low
temperature photoluminescence
spectra of samples A,B and C.
Intersubband photoluminescence
has been measured on FTIR
spectrometer (FTPL), interband
photoluminescence has been
measured on grating-based
monochromator setup. Gray line
represents Gauss fit of FTPL
spectrum
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the two others. Samples B and C also have the same transition energy. A similar situation
is on the left side—intersubband PL spectra measured on Fourier transformed spectrome-
ter (FTPL). This is transition between e3 and e1 levels in conduction bands, which will be
explained later in this article. Experimental results have been fitted by Gaussian-line line
shape (gray line). All of these measurements were made for unpolarized samples (without
applying electric field). The energy of the maximum peak is still the same for Samples B
and C, similar like in interband transitions. The PL energy difference between Sample A and
two others results from the changing of the interface quality in investigated structures. For
Samples B and C interband transition energy is higher than for Sample A, which may be
caused by changes of the effective width of the layers (decreasing of barrier and increasing
of well layers thickness) correlated to an increase in interface roughness in Samples B and
C).

The energy peak of the FTPL spectrum for sample A is equal to 0.166 eV (7.46µm). To
better understand the following situation, we have made the calculation of the wave function
within the conduction band. Figure 4 shows the calculation of the wave function concerning
three first quantum wells responsible for the light emission (active region). In such a design
of the layer thicknesses, application of an electric field of about 48 kV/cm (panel a) allows
to obtain 9µ m emission at room temperature (Page et al. 2001; Kosiel et al. 2009), which is
a consequence of the electron transition between E3 (blue curve) and E2 (red curve) levels.
In a polarized (biased) structure the overlap integral of such transition is higher than for the
transition between E3 and E1 (green curve) levels, nevertheless in case of an unpolarized
structure (no electric field), which is actually the case of this paper (panel b), the overlap
integral for E3-E1 transition becomes larger. Therefore, we observe the fundamental PL
transition (Fig. 3) at 0.166 eV (7.46µ m). This Magnitude of the external field (in working
devices) causing on the one side, the proper wave function overlapping of the E2 and E3 levels
and, on the other side proper energy distance between E1 and E2 levels. In the mentioned
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Fig. 4 The calculated wave
functions for three first quantum
wells in the investigated structure
with (a) 48 kV/cm and without
(b) electric field

situation, E2–E1 distance should be around ∼30 meV (GaAs optical phonon energy), which
provides tunneling the electron from E2 to E1 and further through injector part to the next
cascade.

4 Conclusions

GaAs/AlGaAs superlattices designed as an active and injector region of QCL were experi-
mentally and theoretically investigated. Results obtained in interband protoreflectance, pho-
toluminescence and intersubband photoluminescence experiments confirms established in
the growth process differences in an AlGaAs/GaAs interfaces. In addition, assumed repeata-
bility of the samples’ growth processes has been also shown. Finally, we presented the Fourier
Transformed photoluminescence as a perspective tool to investigate intersubband emission
from the structures imitating active region of the QCLs.
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